
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of customer support
engineer. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for customer support engineer

Support DPHM engineering on new product development as it relates to the
aircraft interface and system functionality
Report and correct installation problems relating to airframe or engine
interference, electromagnetic noise, and/or sensor interface problems
Support company development efforts with hardware prototyping and test
Help debug manufacturing and field installation problems, providing full
documentation of cause, effect and corrective action
Develop internal procedures for performing repairs in accordance with FAA
and ISO requirements
Create new diagnostic system configuration files for each aircraft/engine
application and for all the various options / customizations accounting for
aircraft avionic system differences
Revise configuration files as required to support new options and or data
sources and test and document system configuration files for traceability
Using on the job training, team members provide second/third level technical
support for MDS product line, FC/FCoE technologies on Nexus switches,
DCNM and IBM legacy features
Support SERVOR Service process and ensure optimal performance in all
process activities related to within his/her area of responsibility
Ensure proper use, calibration and maintenance of tools & test equipment
and report the usage on any related service

Example of Customer Support Engineer Job
Description
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Basic understanding of the after sales business
Experience in reading technical drawings
Experience with IT tools, for example MS Office and SAP, and readiness to
learn new tools
A customer oriented approach with good team working skills
2-3 years relevant field service experience with a demonstrated ability to
manage the service needs of assigned primary accounts
Ability to build strong customer relationships through courteous customer
interactions and a proven self-motivational work ethic


